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Abstract  
 
The paper presents a driver model which classifies visual distraction based on the detection 

of atypical driving behavior. The model forwards the information to a driver adaptive collision 

mitigation system (CMS) and activates the acoustic warning earlier in case of distraction. 

Therefore the model requires the knowledge of the normal driving behavior. For that reason 

we introduce a design metaphor. We use the human memory and its ability to build up 

mental representations. Based on the idea to interpret multivariate time series as gray level 

images we adapted the concept of mental images to learn a situation based normal driving 

behavior. The model transfers the property of the long term memory to store, to interfere and 

to forget prototypes of mental images. We compare the stored prototypical image with the 

current image to obtain a distraction index. If the index reaches a certain threshold value the 

acoustic warning is presented.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Latest studies of the Federal Statistical Office [1] confirm the positive trend of a decreasing 

number of traffic fatalities per year in Germany. To continue this positive development many 

OEM’s offer already a various number of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) for 

their middle class to prevent accidents. Examples of such ADAS are blind spot warners, 

lane-keeping assists or emergency brake assists. Even though the costs for ADAS could be 

reduced over the last years the market share of ADAS is still low [2].  

 

The EU-project interactive with its sub project “cost-efficient emergency intervention for 

collision mitigation” (EMIC) [3] addresses the issue of acceptance and costs of ADAS. The 

goal is to make ADAS available for more costumers and hence to increase the market share 

in the lower price segment. Therefore the sub project concentrates on two uses cases: a 

collision mitigation system (CMS) and an emergency steer assist (ESA). In this paper we will 

focus on CMS. More precisely we want to improve the acceptance of the CMS. Therefore the 

partners of the subproject developed a driver model. The driver model optimizes the warning 

and activation time of the CMS to avoid and to reduce false alarms as shown in fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1: Process flow of the CMS  

The driver model consists of two parts: a driver intention recognition [4] and a driver state 

assessment. We will explain in the detail the driver state assessment part. The aim of the 

driver state assessment is to detect visual distracted drivers. Our model takes the cost 

efficient approach of the subproject into account and does not require additional sensors like 

eye tracking cameras. Instead we refer to works of [5] or [6] and estimate distraction based 



on the detection of atypical driving behavior. The detection of atypical driving behavior 

requires the knowledge of the natural driving behavior. Thus the main task of the driver 

model is to learn the natural driving behavior. We will explain the learning in detail after the 

next chapter. Before that we will introduce a design metaphor. This design metaphor will help 

us to describe and to understand the concept and structure of our driver model. For the 

evaluation of the model we will concentrate on critical situations in car following as one 

typical use case of CMS.  

 

2 Human memorizing as design metaphor for modeling natural driving behavior 
 
2.1 Motivation  
 
In the literature many approaches can be found to model the natural driving behavior ([7-11]). 

Thereby the underlying structure/method of the model highly depends on the examined 

problem. Common approaches are rule based methods ([10-13]) machine learning 

algorithms ([6], [14-15]) or combination of both ([7], [16]). Our driver model has to face the 

problem to learn the natural driving behavior in car following situations. This means the 

model has to be able to deal with temporal information/sequences and a couple different 

input parameters (time headway, time to collision, velocity/acceleration ego car, 

velocity/acceleration lead car, steering angle, brake pedal position, etc.)  

 

Clearly drivers differ in their driving style especially in car following situations. Therefore rule 

based methods, like fuzzy logic which require a priori knowledge are less applicable to the 

problem. In contrast adaptive fuzzy logic (like in [4] or [10]) considers the individual 

differences and overcomes the drawback. Moreover if an adaptive fuzzy logic model uses a 

state machine and graphs it is able to represent temporal information as explained in [4]. But 

the high number of possible states and input parameters of our use case makes the method 

complex and hard to analyze.  

 

Neural networks share these two issues. If we include the temporal information to a neural 

network it gets large and not traceable anymore. Even though neural networks are motivated 

by the metaphor of the human brain their learning behavior is a black box as remarked in 

[17]. The gap of methods which are able to handle temporal information/sequences, to learn 

individual behavior and are easily understandable motivated us to develop a new approach 

using a design metaphor. The design metaphor is motivated by the human memory and the 



concept of mental representation. The advantages of the design metaphor are first to help to 

understand the mathematical part of learning and pattern recognition of the driver model 

more easily and second to overcome the handicap of complexity and traceability.  

 
2.2 The design metaphor 
 

For the description of the design metaphor we orientate on works in neuroscience (see [18-

21]). Our aim is not to develop a driver model which exactly uses the processes of the 

human memory. Rather we want to gain benefit by general concepts of memorizing temporal 

information and developing mental representations. An ability of the human memory is to 

cluster single experiences made with items or imaginations context based into categories. 

We call a concept the mental representation of a category [22]. Additional we define a 

prototype as the average concept of all experiences made within a category [22]: Thus the 

prototype is a representative of a category.  

 

The idea of a mental representation linked with a prototype is the first idea we transfer to our 

model. We will use mental representations of prototypes to learn the natural driving behavior 

context based. In our case the context/category is a description of the current car following 

situation. We will explain the derivation of a category in more detail in the next chapter. The 

clue to link mental representations and driving behavior is possible by the idea to transform 

multivariate time series in a map as done for instance by [23]. Figure 2 illustrates the 

transformation. 

 

Figure 2: Transformation of discrete multivariate time series into a gray image 

To stick with the design metaphor we refer to the term image rather than map. Thus 

speaking in terms of the design metaphor the natural driving behavior is defined as the 

median image and is a prototype for the current car following situation. Additional to the idea 



of mental representations we also want to adopt the aspect of how we store knowledge in 

our memory (i.e. how we build up a representation) and how we remember the mental 

representations. The advantage for our model is a simple understandable process to 

organize/store temporal information/sequences of incoming data and learn from the data at 

the same time. Consequently we apply the human memory structure to our model.  

 

After Baddeley [18] the memory consists of three parts: sensory memory, working memory 

and long term memory (LTM). We will refer to a comment of Baddeley [18] and will rather 

use the term short term memory (STM) because we will focus on the storage capacity. For 

simplicity we assume the transfer of knowledge between STM and LTM is based on the 

repetition of knowledge [21]. Additional we consider the some aspects of working memory, 

more precisely the visual spatial sketchpad by Baddeley. 

 

We take over the concept of rehearsal (i.e. repetition to avoid forgetting), the limited capacity 

(i.e. the possibility to forget knowledge) and the ability to store images in the memory. The 

last point justifies the idea of images as mental representations. Regarding the LTM we 

transfer the act of remembering [20]. This includes interference of representations, fuzzy 

representations and also the forgetting of representations. The properties of the STM and 

LTM allow us to save computational memory, to learn relevant knowledge and be online 

capable. In the next step we will explain the implementation of the design metaphor to our 

driver model. 

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic structure of the distraction classifier as part of the driver model 



3 The distraction classifier 
 
The distraction classifier is the part of the driver model which classifies the distraction. The 

output of the classifier is a distraction index which is a linear value between 0 and 1. The 

linearity reflects the varying duration of visual distraction from short to long. The classifier 

consists of three parts which are motivated by the design metaphor. Fig. 3 illustrates the 

interaction between the three parts. We explain the implementation of each part in the 

following. The first part is the situation classifier.  

 

3.1 Situation Classifier 
 

 
Figure 4: Input parameters for the situation classifier: Current velocity of the ego car (v_ego), current velocity/ 

acceleration of the lead car (v_lead/a_lead), duration of the braking maneuver from the lead car 

(t_BrakeDuration) and the distance between ego car and lead car 

The situation classifier clusters and describes the situation/context around the vehicle. The 

classifier analyzes the environment parameters and transforms the current value into a state 

number. Table 1 explains the transformation in more detail. Each parameter has a 

predefined number of states. All states together of the involved parameters define a so called 

situation number (SN) as table 2 shows. If we recall the design metaphor the situation 

number represents a category of our mental representation.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter State  

v_Ego 3 

v_Lead 2 

a_Lead 1 

t_BrakeDuration 2 

Distance 1 

Situation Number: 32121 

Distance State 

> 50m 0 

< 50m & >= 25m 1 

< 25m & >= 15m 2 

< 15m & >= 10m 3 

< 10m & >= 5m 4 

< 5m 5 

Table 2: Composition of the situation 

number based on example 

states of the inputs  

Table 1: Transformation of input 

parameter distance in its 

state number 



3.2 Memory  
 

The memory part is the heart of the algorithm. In the first step the sensory memory 

transforms the incoming data of the driving behavior (like steering angle, brake pedal position 

or lateral deviation) into the current data image. Corresponding to the metaphor we only 

consider the last seconds of the time series. The model than connects the image with current 

situation number and forwards it to the STM. In other words according to the design 

metaphor we store an experience made (current driving behavior) to its corresponding 

category (current situation number). This allows us in the following to build up a prototype.  

 

The challenge of the memory is to handle the huge number of possible situations. For 

example if the situation classifier uses five parameters and each parameter has five states a 

maximal number of 5^5 = 3125 situation numbers are possible. Hence it is impossible due to 

the limited training time to collect data for all situations and built up proper prototypes. That’s 

why it is utmost important to have a strategy how to save data and learn from data. At this 

point we refer to the introduced design metaphor. We use the idea of a STM and a LTM to 

store only representative data.  

 

Figure 5: Process flow of the memory as decision tree 



We call the place to store data a (memory) cell. A memory cell associates the situation 

number with its images. We model the described properties (storing & remembering) of the 

STM and LTM from the previous chapter by deleting, moving and comparing cells (see fig. 

5).Therefore we have additional to define activated cells and similar cells. We call an 

activated cell a cell whose situation number is equal to the current situation number 

calculated by the situation classifier. We call a similar cell a cell whose situation number only 

differs at one digit by +/- 1 compared to the current situation number calculated by the 

situation classifier. With these definitions we can explain the structure of the STM/LTM. The 

structure of the STM is motivated by the concept of rehearsal. Consequently we limit the 

number of cells. Moreover we order cells in a stack to add a temporal component as shown 

in fig. 6.  

31 11 12 41 53

14 32 21 42 51 22 15 33
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Update: Move SN 54 
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Figure 6: Illustration of the process flow on two arbitrary examples 

We move an activated cell to the front of the stack to emphasize a recent occurred situation. 

In case all cells are occupied we delete the last cell in the stack to forget irrelevant 

knowledge and to have new space available. All together the STM reduces the amount of 

data and filters relevant data for the representation of the natural driving behavior. The model 

transfers knowledge from STM to LTM when a fixed number of activations for a cell occurred, 

for example ten. The stored knowledge in LTM than allows us to build up a representation 

about the natural driving behavior for a given situation. In contrast to the human LTM [20] we 

limit the capacity of the LTM within the model as well. The aim of the limitation is firstly to 



fasten up the algorithm and secondly to add interference and fuzziness to the model 

behavior. More precisely if we transfer knowledge from STM to LTM and all cells of the LTM 

are occupied we have to generate new space to store the transferred knowledge. In contrast 

to the STM we do not immediately delete the last cell. Rather we search for similar cells 

within the LTM to share knowledge. In case we find a similar cell we merge both cells, i.e. we 

merge the stored images of both cells to extend the examples of representations for the 

current situation number.  

 

The merging of both cells describes the fuzziness and interference of our approach. In terms 

of our design metaphor this means older images/concepts are fuzzy or vanish and hence 

influence our representation about the natural driving behavior. Combining all ideas we are 

finally able to model a situation/context based natural driving behavior. Therefore we 

consider all images stored in a cell and calculate for each pixel the median value as 

illustrated in fig. 7. The result is a median image which represents the natural driving 

behavior.  
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Figure 7: Derivation of the median image: The model searches the current SN in the memory, looks up the 

associated images and calculates based on the statistical distribution the median value pixel-wise 

The derivation of the median image as representative of the natural driving behavior allows 

us to define and to detect atypical driving behavior and hence to detect and to classify 

distraction. This work is done by the last part of the distraction classifier.  

 

3.3 Pattern Comparison 
 

The pattern comparison part uses the advantage of the design metaphor and does pattern 

recognition by image processing algorithms. The basic idea is to take the median image as 

prototype for the current situation and to compare it with the current driving behavior image. 

Since we deal with different input parameters it is crucial to have a comparable measure 

between those. We decided to use the knowledge of the statistical distribution from the 

memory and to calculate the percentile value for each pixel of the current image. Than we 



can easily calculate the difference and get an offset image which can be further analyzed. 

Fig. 8 demonstrates the derivation of the offset image. Furthermore fig. 9 shows three typical 

approaches of pattern recognition in image processing for the analysis of the offset image. 
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Figure 8: Derivation of the offset image: For each pixel the model computes the percentile value 𝒑𝒄 and subtracts 

it from the median 
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Figure 9: Different variants of pattern recognition in image processing 

 

We decided to apply the first variant and compare the pixel row-wise using an integral 

approach. Moreover we suggest to add an image filter. The filter allows to weight every 

single pixel differently with a weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 to emphasize the different importance of parameters 

on the one side and on the other side the different temporal importance. Consequently the 

final formula to compute the distraction index (DI) is given by: 
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Where m equals the number of parameters used and n equals the number of time stamps 

considered. The distraction index itself is a linear value between 0 and 1. The linearity 

reflects the varying duration of visual distraction from short to long. Finally we consider the 

case that a situation number is unknown to the memory after a defined training time. For that 

reason we assume the situation itself is atypical and set the distraction index by default to 1.  

 



3.4 Uncertainty 
 

The concept of observability in control theory motivated us to consider the uncertainty of the 

estimated distraction index. Our aim is to reduce false estimations by an additional 

parameter. The term uncertainty describes the quantity of the driving parameters involved in 

the estimation. If a driving parameter as a high uncertainty we force the algorithm to ignore 

the parameter for its estimation of the distraction index. In contrast if the uncertainty is low 

we include the parameter in the estimation. As explained in the section before we estimate 

distraction by analyzing atypical behavior of the driver. This requires a clear description of 

the natural driver behavior to detect any changes within the behavior. As explained our 

approach defines the natural driver behavior as the median image stored in the memory.  

 

This allows us to build a linkage to the design metaphor. If the memory stores too many 

different images the memory makes too many different experiences for the category. Hence 

the memory is unable to build a clear mental image of a prototype. From a more technically 

point of view we know for any median image and for any of its pixel its statistical distribution. 

This allows us to calculate the density of the distribution around the median value. We define 

the density in this case as the distance between the maximal gray level and the minimum 

gray level which is equal to the right and left border of the distribution. If we connect the 

maximum borders and the minimum borders respectively of each pixel in each row we define 

a parameter tube. The tube is shown in fig. 10 
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Figure 10 Definition of the parameter tube and derivation of the an uncertainty index 

In the next step we compute the area covered by the tube. The ratio of this area and the 

maximum possible covered area is defined as the uncertainty index 𝑢𝑖of the current 

considered parameter for a given situation number. We add the uncertainty index to our 

formula and get an updated formula to calculate the distraction index. 
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4 Conclusion & Outlook 
 
In this paper we presented a driver model for the optimization of a CMS. Our proposed driver 

model adapted to the driver state and activated the acoustic warning earlier in case of visual 

distraction. We discussed the gap of methods which are able to:  

1. learn from multivariate time series  

2. recognize patterns 

3. understand/analyze easily  

For that reason we introduced a design metaphor. Motivated by the idea of mental 

representations and human memorizing we developed a new method to classify driver 

distraction online. The basic idea was to transform time series in an image and to connect it 

to a situation number. This allowed us to build categories and to develop prototypes. We 

compared the prototypes (median images) with the current example (current image) to detect 

patterns. More precisely we detected an atypical driving behavior. Through the design 

metaphor we were able to use algorithms from image processing for the comparison. We 

finished the description of the distraction classifier by introducing an uncertainty index. The 

index is a simple but powerful measure to estimate the quality of parameters online.  

 

The evaluation of our approach is currently on going. Therefore we conducted a simulator 

study in the dynamic driving simulator at the DLR with 15 subjects (12 male, 3 female, 

average age: 28.9, age range: 19-44). The scenario was a three lane highway with intervals 

of visual distraction monitored by an eye tracking system. We will present results in the 

corresponding poster of the conference. After this evaluation we plan to investigate the 

behavior of the driver model on real traffic data and cognitive distraction as a reasonable 

next step. Furthermore the ability of the model to observe the normal driving behavior will 

used in the context of partly automated vehicles to improve system behavior and 

acceptance. 
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